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ABSTRACT  

 

The mission of the future parcel delivery will be performed by UAV. However, the GNSS localization in urban area usually 

experience the notorious multipath effect and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) reception which could potential cause about 50 meters 

of positioning error. This misleading localization result can be hazardous for UAV applications in the GNSS-challenged areas. 

However, due to the complexity of multipath, there is no general solution to eliminate the effect. A solution for guiding 

unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) operation in the urban area is to plan an optimal route that smartly avoided the area with the 

dangerous multipath effect. To achieve this goal, the impact of multipath effect in terms of positioning error at different 

locations must be understood. One method is to simulate the reflection route by ray-tracing algorithm with the aids of predicted 

satellite positions and the widely available 3D building model. Thus, the multipath effect in pseudorange domain can be 

simulated using the reflection route and multipath noise envelope according a correlator design. By the reconstructing the 

multipath-biased pseudorange, the simulated positioning error could be obtained using least square positioning algorithm. 

Thus, the GNSS error distribution of a wide target area can be further constructed. With the positioning error distribution and 

3D building models, an optimal path that avoided not only obstacles but also high multipath effect area can be planned. Both 

new A* and potential field path planning algorithms are developed to combine with the GNSS error distribution. For the 

former one, this paper designs a new cost function to consider both the distance to destination and the positioning error at each 

grid. For the potential field algorithm, a new repulsive field considered both obstacles and high positioning error is developed. 

By comparing the conventional and the proposed path planning algorithms, the proposed methods can plan paths with less 

positioning error, namely safer routes for UAV in urban areas. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) are widely used in military and civilian applications, such as military reconnaissance, 

searching and rescuing for disaster [1] and future package delivering, due to its advantages of high flexibility. Recent years, the 

development of multi-rotor UAV provides a carrier of highly controllability and flexibility. These characteristics allow 

employing UAV to enable many potential civilian applications.  

The operation of UAV is highly depending on its localization, which provides the accurate position of the UAV in order 

to navigate it correctly and safely executing the task. The most common method is using the Global Navigation Satellite 

System (GNSS) receiver for UAV operation. By receiving satellite signals and calculating the distance between satellite and 

receiver on UAV, the location of UAV is able to be determined and further aiding the navigation. 
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As UAV being more employable for civilian applications, it is required to operate in the area closer to people including 

urban areas. Urban area is surrounded by a great amount of buildings, which are obstacles for UAV. Operating UAV in these 

areas is highly restricted for the purpose of assuring safety. Hence, the precision of the localization can closely influence the 

performance and safety of UAV in urban area. However, the conventional localization method of GNSS is not reliable for 

urban application [2]. The accuracy of GNSS positioning solution will be highly affected by the satellite signal blockage and 

multipath effect by surrounding buildings. Since more satellite from different constellation has been launched, the total amount 

of satellite number could become sufficient in urban area. The major challenge for GNSS localization is still the multipath 

effect. It occurs when a user device receives signal reflections, resulting the aggregate signals deceive receiver tracking loop to 

induce an additional signal delay. Especially when the number of clean measurement is limited, the GNSS positioning result 

will be highly deteriorated by the multipath signal. Currently, the multipath error has no complete solution but only to mitigate 

such effect. 

To improve the localization accuracy in urban areas, a general approach is to implement additional sensor to compensate 

inaccurate GNSS solutions. A popular method is to integrate inertial measurement unit (IMU) with GNSS to form a 

complementary integration system to obtain accurate and stable positioning performance [3]. Recent research also uses Light 

Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) scanner to detect the surrounding obstacles and achieve localization via Simultaneous 

Localization and Mapping (SLAM) technology [4]. SLAM can also improve the performance of localization in urban area [5]. 

Some research employs on-board vision system for SLAM to achieve localization and avoiding obstacles in the GPS-denied 

area [6]. These methods are able to obtain accurate localization result, but extra devices increase extra weight for UAV with 

limited payload. Besides, high computation loads also reduce the operation time of UAV. Those high-end sensors are too 

expensive for wide commercial applications, so we propose a low-cost solution rely on only GPS for UAV navigation rather 

than LiDAR or camera. A novel idea to ensure UAV safety will not be affected by misleading localization results in urban area 

is to avoid it flying in the areas with erroneous GNSS localization result, which is the objective of this paper. To achieve this 

goal, a new path planning algorithm is required.  

For UAV path planning, there are different categories of path planning algorithm on determining the optimal path [7]. 

One approach is to used grid method to divide the environment into serval nodes, then calculates the cost of each step and 

selects the lowest cost. Thus, the shortest path to the destination can be found. This path planning method includes Dijkstra 

algorithm [8] and further developed to the well-known A* algorithm [9-12]. These methods are able to avoid UAV crashing on 

obstacles by previously knowing the obstacle locations. The A* method is applied in urban area avoiding quadcopter crushing 

on buildings with constructing a model of obstacles in [13]. A cost distribution map is built to guide the path determination in 

urban area [14]. The cost map of the environment evaluates the risk. Merging it with A* algorithm achieves planning safety 

path. Also, many improved path planning algorithm is developed from the A*. The planned path is further processed to be 

smoother considering the physical limitation of UAV turning [15]. A light assisting method is proposed to aid A* by searching 

less nodes [16].  The heading constraints of UAV is improved in A* for better route planning [17]. The A* is improved to 

design path under dynamic situation [18], and the dynamic searching speed is improved in [19, 20]. The A* category path 

planning method are also capable to include extra information from environment to determine the optimal path by modifying 

the cost function, such as the risk distribution [17] and signal strength [21, 22]. Another path planning approach is to build up 

artificial potential fields in the environment as attractive and repulsive fields for destination and obstacles, respectively. The 

path will be planned by the displacement due to overall force. This algorithm has been used to avoid obstacles with efficient 

and relative ideal path that more likely to operate for real-time [23]. The improvements is also developed as enabling planning 

path for multi-UAV avoiding static and dynamic obstacles [29], improving controllability for complex environment as [24] and 

cooperating with sensor detection for real-time indoor operation [25]. Other path planning category such as the genetic 

algorithm (GA) [26] is developed based on the genetic characteristic to determine optimal path. Other algorithms are 

developed by the principle of machine learning [27] or decision process with real-time uncertainty calculation [28]. 

Performance analysis and review of the various path planning methods can be found at [29]. Comparing with these methods, 

the A* algorithm selects for a global optimal path to avoid local optimal problem. It is usually applied for offline planning due 

to its highly computation load. The potential field can achieve faster calculation with acceptable path which can be more 

applied for on-board planning. For the GA method, its convergence to an ideal solution may not be guaranteed in some cases 

[30]. 

In this study, we analyze the GNSS positioning error by a multipath signal simulation model [31] and further obtain the 

positioning error distribution of the operating area. By predicting the satellites’ position through almanac data and simulating 

signal reflection paths by  3D building model and ray-tracing technique, the multipath effect and none-line-of-sight (NLOS) 

reception can be modelled. After processing the predicted line-of-sight (LOS) and the multipath signals of a specified location, 

its positioning error can be also predicted. By processing all locations within the target area, the positioning error distribution 

can be generated. Due to the error distribution is based on prediction, an offline planning method is preferred. We hence 

propose a new A* algorithm. This new A* algorithm takes advantage of the predicted error distribution. The positioning error 

on each node is used as additional factor in the cost function. It means the higher positioning error denotes the larger traveling 

cost. By considering the positioning error, the UAV is able to find a path between start point and destination that avoided the 

obstacles (building in urban areas) and hazardous GPS-biased area at the same time. By comparing the result with conventional 
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A* algorithm and conventional potential field method, the proposed A* path planning can plan a path that experienced less 

unexpected GPS error. Namely, a path that is safer with relatively short traveling distance for UAV. 

This paper is consisted of 5 sections. In section II, the GNSS positioning error in urban area of Hong Kong is analyzed 

with simulation, in addition, the generation of positioning error map is introduced. In section III, the detail of the improved A* 

path planning algorithm based on positioning error is presented. The conventional A* method and potential field method are 

also briefed introduced. In section IV, the verification and of multipath simulation model is shown. The result of the proposed 

path planning algorithm is evaluated. Finally, conclusions are drawn in section V.  

 

 

2. Multipath and NLOS Modelling  

 

Low-cost UAV relies on the GPS position solution to avoid crashing on obstacles. The GPS performance is affected by 

the measurement errors, including satellite clock/orbit bias, atmospheric delays, receiver thermal noise and multipath delays. 

The measurement errors are originated from time delays due to the effect of the error sources mentioned above. The equation is 

as following: 

 

  (1) 

 
The overall time offset  is the summation of different delays, including the atmosphere errors , the receiver 

thermal noise , multipath offset  and satellite clock and orbit bias . There are several models to mitigate or 

eliminate the errors above. The atmospheric delay is caused from the signal transporting through the ionosphere and 

troposphere layers, where the satellite signals are influenced by free electrons and free-propagation effects. Fortunately, these 

errors can be eliminated by differential GPS technique (DGPS). In general, the receiver thermal noise in current device is less 

than the order of a decimeter, which is negligible compared to other errors. The multipath error is caused by receiving the 

reflected signals. Due to the extra traveling distance from reflection, the signal experience a transporting time error which 

further influence the accuracy of the pseudorange measurement. The multipath effect is highly depending on the surrounding 

environment, hence DGPS cannot mitigate it. There are several methods to coarsely mitigate multipath effects, such as 

sophisticated discriminator design and hardware enhanced antennas. However, there is still no complete solution to eliminate 

this effect. When the UAV operation area is settled in urban area with many high buildings surrounding, the multipath effect 

will be very severe, resulting it becomes the dominant factor for GPS positioning accuracy. In this study, we focus on the 

positioning error introduced by multipath effect. The first goal of this paper is to construct a predicted GPS positioning error in 

a target area. To do this, we applied a previously developed multipath model based on 3D building model and ray-tracing 

simulation [31]. They are used to track the signal transmission path through direct and reflection path. The multipath model is 

briefly introduced as following.  The position of satellite can be predicted by the broadcast almanac. Given the satellite and a 

receiver location, the direct signal transmission path can be easily determined.  The reflection path is simulated by ray-tracking 

technique. We assume that reflection follows the law of reflection. If we can find a valid reflection point on 3D building 

model, then the reflection path can be simulated. If there are multiple reflection paths can be found for a single satellite, the 

path with shortest transporting distance is regarded as the main multipath effect.  

This paper not only simulates the multipath but also NLOS effects. For the NLOS, its simulation is relatively simple. It is 

modelled as the reflection path ( )refl i

nR  subtracts the direct path ( )i

nR  as below:  

 

  (2) 

 

where the superscript (i) denotes the index of satellite and the subscript n denotes a specific location. With regards to the 

multipath effect, its effect on pseudorange domain is also determined by the design of correlator in receiver code tracking loop. 

Different correlator behaviors differently in terms of multipath noise envelope [32]. This paper selects a strobe correlator [33] 

to model its noise envelope NE, which is modelled based on correlator spacing and the relative signal strength of reflection 

comparing to LOS. Heuristically, we assume the multipath effect is about 6dB weaker than the LOS signal, and the spacing of 

the strobe correlator is 0.2 chip. Thus, multipath can be modelled as below. 

 

     (3) 

 

Comparing (2) and (3), the NLOS is solely based on the additional travelling distance. Thus, it would induce larger 

positioning error comparing to multipath. By means of the strobe correlator, the multipath with large reflecting distance will 

only induce little pseudorange error [32].  
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The 3D building model used is constructed via Google Earth. We create the outline of the building to fit in the location on 

the map. After constructing the outlines, the outlines are stretched as the same height with the building. For complicated 

building structures with different outlines along its height, the building is separated to different polygons. The simulating area 

is selected in an urban area in Kowloon, Hong Kong, which is demonstrated in Fig.1. 

 

 
Fig.1 Constructed 3-dimensional building model. 

 

Focusing on the multipath effect on positioning error and neglecting other errors, the simulated pseudorange is given as: 

  

 ( ) ( ) ( )i i refl i

n n nR     (4) 

 
( )i

n  is the predicted pseudorange as the summation of geometric distance ( )i

nR , which determined via the ground 

reference location  and the satellite position  and the multipath signal delay distance . After simulating all the 

available satellite, the pseudorange can be used to calculate the predicted GPS positioning result. In this study, we assume the 

user device clock and the satellite clocks are perfectly synchronized, hence the positioning calculation is given as: 

 

                                                                                 (5) 

 

                                                                      (6) 

 
                                                                                (7) 

 

Assuming the approximate receiver position location as  with an unknown difference  to the actual location. For 

the nth satellite,  denotes the geometric distance between the approximate location and the nth satellite.  denotes the 

predicted pseudorange. The pseudorange difference  can be calculated. With the direction cosine matrix of pseudorange 

 and the pseudorange differences, the difference  can be solved via iterative least square method. The predicted 

positioning solution  can be determined by correcting the approximate location with . After obtaining  for the ith 

location, the positioning error  due to multipath effect can be calculated by comparing with the real ith location  as 

follows: 

 

                                                                            (8) 

 

Repeating the process for all the locations in the target area, the distribution of the predicted positioning error can be 

finally obtained. 
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3. OFFLINE PATH PLANNING BASED ON PREDICTED POSITIONING ERROR DISTRIBUTION  

 
The target application of this paper is quart-rotor UAV. It has advantages on flexibility of its movement and easiness to 

control. In order to ensure its safety to publics, a path planning method that can identify the obstacles (buildings in our 

application) in the operation area is a minimum requirement. Furthermore, the path planning algorithm should also consider 

other factors such as shortest path with experiencing minimum GPS positioning error. In general, the flight route of quadcopter 

is in a fixed altitude which determined by different application. This fixed-height route is able to simplify the mission and 

movement of quadcopter. In this paper, the process of a quart-rotor flying to the destination from starting point will be planned 

as following: 1) take-off and climb to an ideal height; 2) fly based on a pre-planned route on the selected height; 3) reach the 

destination horizontally and landing. For the vertical movement of UAV are usually based on barometer or other sensor rather 

than GPS. In the other words, the GPS positioning error will not influence UAV in the operation of take-off and landing. 

Therefore, the path planning will be processed on 2D map with a selected height. The main process of the overall path 
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planning is shown as Fig.2, h represents the operating height. A range of the permitted height for UAV is defined from 
0h  to 

maxh . After given the starting take-off point, destination and 
0h , the previous predicted positioning error map is used to aid 

2D path planning. The path planner will estimate an ideal path for each height until reaching the 
maxh , which is often restricted 

by governmental law. For example, UAV operation in Hong Kong is limited under about 90 meters. Afterwards, we can 

compare the performance of the optimal path on each height. Finally, the overall path of the selected height can be obtained 

and output as our planned ideal path for the UAV operation.  

Two different 2D path planning algorithms are introduced in sections 3.1.1 and 3,1,2, respectively. The height selection 

algorithm is detailed in section 3.2. 

 

 
Fig.2 Flow-chart of the 3D path planning for UAV based on positioning error distribution. 

 

3.1.1 2D path planning based on A* algorithm 

 

A* algorithm is a widely-used path planning method to avoid obstacles and reach the destination, also this method is a 

global scanning method which can solve local optimal problem and select a globally optimal path. The overall process of A* 

algorithm is shown as Fig.3. 
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Fig.3 Process of a conventional 2D A* path planning algorithm. 

 

The conventional A* algorithm constructs a group of nodes on the operating map. From the starting node, the A* method 

identifies whether the neighboring node is available and put all available nodes into an ‘open’ list. Then, it calculates the cost 

of all available nodes in the ‘open’ list assuming as the next step, the calculation is shown as: 

 

  (9) 

 

For a specific location n, G(x) is the minimum traveling distance from starting node to current node and H(x) is the 

minimum distance from current node to the destination node. A* algorithm collects all the available nearby nodes into an open 

list, the nodes on obstacles will be considered as unavailable nodes. By comparing the overall cost value F(x) for the nodes in 

the ‘open’ list, the lowest overall cost node will be selected as the next current node and shifted from the ‘open’ to the ‘close’ 

list. By calculating the cost value again and selecting the next step until the current node reach the destination, the ‘close’ list 

stores all the selected nodes when reaching to the destination, the ideal path can be obtained via extracting nodes from 

destination node backwards in the ‘close’ list.  

To improve the conventional A* path planning algorithm in urban area, the positioning error caused by multipath effect 

should be further considered to avoid quadcopter passing through the GPS hazardous area. With the aid of the predicted 

positioning error distribution, the positioning error for each node is included into the cost function of A* algorithm. To ensure 

the safety of UAV in urban area, the major task is to avoid UAV crushing on buildings. Due to multipath effect, the UAV still 

can contact to buildings by mistakenly recognize its location. To decrease the potential contacts between UAV and building, a 

variable called the number of contact points 
ctpN  is further defined. It can be introduced by Fig. 4. For a specific location, its 

predicted positioning error is used as a radius of a circular area, which represents the potential GPS positioning error in that 

specific location. When the error circle overlaps with a building, it is considered as one contact point. The amount of contact 

point for a specific location is summed up as 
ctpN . As shown in Fig.4, the error circle contacts two neighboring buildings as 

indicated by the red arrow, which represents the 
ctpN  is 2 in this case. The same 

ctpN  calculation can be done for all locations 

within the simulating area. Thus, a distribution map of 
ctpN  value can be obtained. 
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Fig.4 Contact point (red arrow) between buildings and error circle (blue circle) on a specific location (

ctpN =2 here). 

 

The contact number is involved into the A* path planning as a part of cost function with a weighting value, the equation of 

traveling cost difference ∆G and the cost value G for the nth node is given as: 

 

   (10) 

 
                                                                             (11) 

 

where  is the distance between current node and the next available node,  is a heuristic constant. The amount of 

contact number can increase the cost value for each approaching available node. Thus, the path with large contact number will 

be avoided by the proposed A* algorithm.  The weighting  can balance the proportion between shorter traveling distance and 

lower contact number, which adapts to different flight requirements. The performance can further adapt to the flight 

requirements by tuning the weighting value. In this paper, we set ka as 0.7. Then, the cost value for nth node is the summation 

of the cost value of its parent node  and the traveling cost from parent node to current node .  will be further 

calculated into overall cost  as equation (9) to determine the idea path with lowest cost. Via the proposed A* path 

planning algorithm, the ideal 2D path avoiding both obstacles and high positioning area can be planned.  

 

3.1.2 2D path planning based on potential field method 

 

The potential field method constructs a composite artificial potential field in the path planning area. The fields represent 

the information of target and surrounding obstacles. The destination is defined as an attractive field while the obstacles are 

defined as repulsive fields. The attractive field creates a force on the object to attract it moving towards the destination. Each 

repulsive field creates a force to resist the object moving close to the obstacles. The attractive and repulsive force are given as: 

 

 ( )att att gF x k x x     (12) 

  

 (13) 

 
where 

attk  is the weighting of attractive force, x  is the current location of the UAV, 
gx  is the location of the goal, 

repk  is 

the weighting value of repulsive force, 
obsx  is the location of the obstacle, 

0L  is the repulsive force effective range for obstacle. 

By combining the attractive and repulsive forces, the total force will act on the object to move until the object reaching the 

destination. Similar to the proposed A* algorithm, the positioning error map should be used in the potential field method. The 

positioning error map is divided into serial parts. For each part, the locations with positioning error are grouped together. The 

mean of location of these collected position is defined as the center of the additional potential field. An additional artificial 

potential field for positioning error is defined as repulsive field to reject the object moving close to high positioning error zone. 

The repulsive force for positioning error is given as: 
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  (14) 

 

pek  representing the weighting of repulsive force from high positioning error area, 
pex  is the location of the center of 

additional repulsive field for positioning error, 
pe  is the positioning error value of the center of repulsive field and 

per  is the 

heuristic constant of positioning error repulsive field. The value of ,  and   are as table.1. The total force on UAV 

at location  can be calculated as: 

 

 
 

(15) 

 

 The total force  is used to determine the moving direction and distance of the UAV on next step until it reaching 

the goal. Finally, the ideal path can be planned with the force effect that helps the UAV to avoid obstacles and hazardous GPS 

positioning error area. 

 

Table.1 Weighting value for potential field method 

variables       

value 0.003 0.057 0.940 

 

3.2 3D height selection 

 

To select the ideal height for the UAV operation, the proposed 2D A* path planning (or potential field method) will first 

be applied to each height of the operating area as shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, the optimal 2D path at each height can be 

obtained. The performance of planned path of each height should be evaluated by both the total travelling distance and total 

number of potential contact points. We define a performance metric ( )p h , which is a function of height, to determine which 

height to operate. Its definition is given as: 

 

 
0

( )
( ) (1 )p p ctp p

d h
p h k N k

d
        (16) 

 
where ( )d h  is the travelling distance including vertical movement on height h following the planned path, 

0d  

representing the direct distance between starting point and destination, 
pk  is 0.7 as the weighting between contact point and 

travelling distance,  is 3.7 as the balance constant number. We consider the lower ( )p h is, the better performance can be 

obtained. The good performance means the path can avoid crushing on buildings and reduce traveling distance at the same 

time. Hence, we calculate the ( )p h  for the planned path at each height, and then select the height with the lowest ( )p h  as the 

ideal operating path for UAV. Finally, the optimal path of the selected height and vertical movement for selected height will 

combine together as the planned 3D path for UAV operation.  

 

4. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

4.1 Verification of the prediction of GPS positioning error 

 

To verify the prediction of GPS positioning error, an experiment is conducted to collect real GPS data in the target area. 

In this study, we use u-blox NEO-M8T GNSS module as Fig.5 to receive raw positioning data.  We selected 2 typical locations 

to collect data for 30 minutes. The receiver is set as 2 meters height to avoid disturbance from pedestrian. The experiment and 

predicted positioning result are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. The comparison between the real (experimental) and 

predicted GPS positioning error is listed in Table 2. The intersection is in a relative open area. As shown in Fig. 6,  the 

experiment result shows the positioning error is smaller comparing to that in the narrow canyon. The left of Fig. 7 shows, the 

predicted error is very similar to the real positioning error. The narrow canyon is surrounded by high buildings, which resulted 

in larger positioning error comparing to intersection one. The predicted error in narrow canyon in also large, which is 

corresponding to the experiment result. The experiment device could be disturbed by other factors such as foliage, but the 

prediction only consider the multipath effect.  Thus, it is reasonable that the experiment error may larger than prediction. In 
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general, the overall tendency of positioning error is similar between prediction and experiment. As a result, the predicted GPS 

error is verified to adapt with most cases to model the positioning error distribution. 

 

 
Fig.5 U-blox NEO M8T GNSS module with antenna 

 

 
Fig.6 Experimental GPS positioning result for 30 minutes. Left and right panels show the results in the intersection and 

the narrow canyon, respectively. Red spots for positioning result, blue balloon for real GPS location. 

 

 
Fig.7 Predicted positioning error for the experiment location. Left and right panels show the results in the intersection 

and the narrow canyon, respectively. The color bar denotes the positioning error in meters. 

 

Table.2 Comparison between experimental and predicted GPS positioning error 

 

Experiment Simulation 

Mean positioning 

error (m) 

Max positioning 

error (m) 

Mean positioning 

error (m) 

Intersection 6.38 32.62 5.25 

Narrow 

canyon 
24.68 61.81 42.33 
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4.2 Processing the predicted positioning error map 

 

For the proposed UAV path planning algorithm, the 2D positioning error maps at different height are required as shown in 

Fig.8. As height increases, the overall positioning error is reduced. This is due to the lessen multipath effect and the increase of 

direct signal on higher altitude. When the height is over 50 meters, the predicted error for most area is reduced to almost zero 
since most buildings are built within 50 meters height. We select two points to better demonstrate the drop of GPS positioning 

error as shown as Fig.9. In the case of open field (blue line), the multipath signal ratio is increased at the height of 25 meter 

and keep dropping when height increasing. the positioning error also follows this tendency. In the case of near building point, 

the positioning error is large on the ground. It starts to drop after 22 meters in height. The error slightly increases between 37 

and 47 meters in height due the increase of ratio of multipath and total signal ratio. When the height is increasing, the 

positioning error may increase at some situations. It is due to the receiver receives more NLOS signal at lower altitude. Thus, 

the ratio of multipath signal is increased, resulting larger error. Thus, the multipath error cannot always consider as decreasing 

when the height is increasing. An ideal flight height may not always the rules of the higher the better.  This paper uses path 

planning performance to select the ideal height for operation. 

 

 
Fig.8 2D GPS positioning error map at heights between 14 to 62 meters. The resolution is 6 meters for each layer. 

 

 
Fig.9 Selected points to demonstrate the change of positioning error associated by height change. Blue and red lines 

indicate the result of locations in open area and nearby buildings, respectively. 
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4.3 Evaluation of the proposed 2D path planning methods. 

 

There are four algorithms compared, and they are: 

1. Conventional A* algorithm – using building information as obstacle, 

2. Proposed A* algorithm – using both building information and the predicted GPS positioning error,  

3. Conventional potential field method – using building information, and 

4. Proposed potential field method – using both building information and the predicted GPS positioning error. 

 

To apply the proposed path planning algorithm, the positioning error map is predicted for the operation area as shown in 

Fig.10. The path planning result of the conventional A* algorithm is shown as Fig.10. The flight route starts from the star node 

to the cross node as the dash line. Without considering the GPS positioning error in path planning, the route is planned directly 

to destination avoiding buildings. UAV follows the planned route may fly through hazardous zone, such as red or yellow zone 

in Fig.10. The red and yellow zones represent the area that GPS error exceed 60 meters. UAV may mistakenly detect its 

location and fly towards the obstacles causing air crush if flying through these areas. For the proposed A* algorithm, the path 

planning result is presented as the chain line in Fig.10. The UAV can identify the high positioning error area and avoid passing 

through it. The planned path may experience a longer travelling distance but it significantly reduces the experienced 

positioning error in its path. The comparison between the conventional and proposed A* algorithms is shown in Fig.11. The 

number of contact point and positioning error of the proposed A* algorithm is significantly decreased comparing with that of 

the conventional A*. In brief, the proposed A* algorithm is able to plan a path with less multipath effect, which means 

traveling on a safer path for UAV operation in urban area. 

 

 
Fig.10 Conventional and proposed A* path planning algorithm based on positioning error map. Obstacles (buildings) 

are constructed as white area. The color bar denotes the positioning error in meters. 

 

 
Fig.11 Contact point amount and positioning error comparison between the conventional and the proposed A* 

algorithms. X-axis denotes the percentage of route finished.  
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The results of conventional (consider only building) and the proposed (consider both building and GPS error) potential field 

methods are shown in left and right panels of Fig.12, respectively. Their experienced positioning errors when approaching to 

destination are shown in Fig.13.  

The conventional potential field method straightly travels through the narrow gap between buildings. However, the 

proposed potential field method considers the positioning error distribution on its path. It has the tendency to avoid the area 

with large GPS error. Thus, its experienced positioning error is slightly less than that of the conventional method. However, the 

proposed potential field method still suffers from the local optimal problem. It will always go through the narrow gap, then 

even through it takes the positioning error map into consideration. Its overall performance does not have great improvement 

comparing with the conventional method.  

 

 
Fig.12 Path planning result for conventional potential field method (left) and improved potential field method (right). 

The color bar denotes the positioning error in meters. 

 

 
Fig.13 Positioning error approaching to destination for potential field method. X-axis denotes the percentage of route 

finished. Black line denotes conventional potential field method; red line denotes improved potential field method. 

 

Their performance of each algorithm is listed in Table.3. 1.1 Comparison between different path planning algorithms 

 

Table.3 Performance comparison between different path planning algorithm 

 Traveling 

distance (m) 

Mean positioning 

error (m) 

Mean contacting 

point amount  

A* 183.64 51.92 3.79 

Proposed A* 241.41 33.95 2.18 

Potential field 164.10 49.91 3.29 

Proposed potential field 166.26 48.75 3.21 

 

The potential field methods have better performance than the A* algorithm in terms of travelling distance. For the point of 

view of safety operation, the proposed A* algorithm design a route that experienced less GPS positioning error. It results in the 

potential contacting points to buildings (probability of crash) is also lower comparing to other methods. However, the proposed 

method requires longer travelling distance to reach the destination. For improved potential field method, it planned path could 

avoid some of the erroneous positioning area such as red area in Fig. 12. In addition, its computational load is lower than the 

A* algorithms. However, due to the previous mentioned problem of local minimum, its designed path could still encounter the 

area with high probability of crash. The potential field method has limitations. including 1) the local optimal problem; 2) 

existing trapping area. The trapping area means the path planning fails to reach the destination and stuck in the midway. This 
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phenomenon is usually occurred in complex geometry of buildings. Based on the reasons above, we concluded that the 

proposed A* algorithm is preferred to process the off-line path planning for UAV in urban area. 

 

4.4   Evaluation of 3D path planning result 

 

The 3D path planning means to select a height layer with the best 2D planning as introduced in Fig. 2. The conventional 

and proposed A* algorithms are evaluated in this subsection. A typical UAV urban transporting scenario, UAV starts from a 

ground location and travels to another ground destination, is tested. The results of the 2D path at different height are listed in 

Table.4. 

 

Table.4 Performance of the 2D path at different height layer. 

Conventional A* 

Height (m) 15 25 35 40 45 50 60 70 80 90 

Traveling distance(m) 124.62 138.33 158.33 168.33 173.47 183.47 203.47 223.47 243.47 263.47 

Mean of experienced 

positioning error (m) 
17.29 12.54 8.36 5.55 5.05 3.98 3.93 3.79 3.57 3.37 

Mean of contact 

number 
1.073 0.921 0.461 0.427 0.360 0.348 0.348 0.326 0.281 0.281 

p(h) 3.300 2.927 1.729 1.667 1.498 1.497 1.557 1.555 1.492 1.552 

Proposed A* 

Height (m) 15 25 35 40 45 50 60 70 80 90 

Traveling distance(m) 363.37 241.97 197.53 201.43 210.68 224.43 241.75 259.69 267.17 282.53 

Mean of experienced 

positioning error (m) 
6.98 7.70 3.43 4.45 3.64 3.08 3.04 2.91 2.41 2.01 

Mean of contact 

number 
0 0.106 0.062 0.026 0 0 0 0 0 0 

p(h) 1.082 1.009 0.757 0.671 0.627 0.668 0.720 0.773 0.796 0.841 

 

To observed Table.4, the experienced positioning error and potential contact number are decreased as the height 

increased. Namely, the risk is smaller when UAV flies higher. Note that the positioning error during the vertical movement can 

be neglected because barometer is usually implemented for the estimation of UAV flying altitude. On the other hand, the 

travelling distance is increased while the height increased because the vertical travelling distance is also considered. By 

applying the defined performance metric p(h), the compromise between travelling distance (cost) and potential contact number 

(risk) can be done. The minimum p(h) of the conventional A* is 1.492, which is occurred in the layer of 80 meters in height. 

The proposed A* achieves 0.627 of the minimum p(h), which is occurred in 45 meters height. Thus, the path planned by the 

proposed A* is not only travelled less distance but also safer. The planned 2D paths at 80 and 45 meters are shown in the left 

and right panels of Fig.14. In Fig. 14, if the height of building is higher than the selected height of planed path, the building 

will be plotted as white one. Conversely, the building is lower than the selected height will be plotted as transparent one. As 

shown in Fig. 14, there is a high building on the right side of the planned route. This building reflects GPS signals, resulting in 

about 20 meters of multipath error in the vicinity of it. The path planned by the proposed method intelligently avoid the area. 

This capability is important especially in flying UAV in urban area. It can reduce the risk for the UAV operation.  

 

 
Fig.14 Overall planned path for ground (22.3003º, 114.1798) to ground (22.3012º, 114.1794) travelling scenario in 

urban area. Left and right panels demonstrate the conventional A* method and the proposed A* method respectively.  
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Three additional typical UAV urban transporting scenarios tested for the 3D path planning, and they are: A1) starts from a 

ground location and travels to the roof of a building; A2) starts from the roof of a building and travels to a ground destination; 

A3) starts from the roof of a building and travels to another roof of a building. The results can be found in Appendix. By 

comparing the results on different scenarios, the proposed A* path planning algorithm is able to design a path with lower 

experienced GPS error at lower or same height. Namely, a route with lower risk for UAV operation. However, in some 

scenarios, the proposed path requires extra travel distance comparing with the conventional one.  

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

 

In this study, the multipath effect of GPS positioning in the urban area is modelled and predicted via the 3D building 

model, ray-tracing simulation and broadcast almanac. By the use of it, the GPS positioning result can be predicted. The 

prediction is verified by comparing it with the real GPS positioning error at an intersection and narrow canyon in the urban 

area of Kowloon, Hong Kong. In the verification, the real and predicted positioning error have the similar level and tendency. 

This paper proposes a new A* path planning algorithm considering both the maps of obstacle and potential GPS positioning 

error. According to the experiment result, the proposed algorithm is able to determine an ideal path to avoid positioning 

hazardous area. Thus, it is more preferable for safety of the operation comparing with other path planning algorithms such as 

conventional A* and potential field methods. In the UAV mission, we suggest that the quadcopter first take-offs vertically to a 

certain height. Then, it flies horizontally to the 2D position of the destination. Finally, it lands vertically to the destination. 

Based on this idea, a new 3D path planning method is developed using the result of the 2D A* algorithm. Four typical UAV 

transporting scenarios are tested. Comparing the results of conventional and proposed 3D A* algorithms, the latter one 

achieves higher safety on lower height. In the other words, the proposed A* path planning more than the conventional one.  

However, the presented method still has the following drawbacks: 1) high computation loads for GPS error prediction that 

required to be pre-processed before the flight; 2) the planned path may have sharp turning angle which introduced energy lost 

for quadrotor. Other UAV platform might not be valid to use the proposed path planning due to the sharp turning; 3) The 

proposed method is an offline path planning. The online path planning is still required to adjust the change of the environment.  

Regarding to the drawbacks, the future work is to improve trajectory smoothness in the path planning algorithm and integrate 

sensors for dynamic detection. 
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Appendix – 3D path planning results in the three additional scenarios 

 

The scenario A1 for UAV travelling from a specific location on the ground (22.2996,114.1780) to the roof of a building 

(22.2996,114.1772). The selected height layer is 55m and 40m by the conventional and proposed A* algorithms, respectively. 

 

Table.5 Path performance regarding to height for scenario A1 

Conventional A* 

Height (m) 25 35 40 45 50 60 70 80 90 

Traveling distance(m) 111.76 131.76 141.76 151.76 161.76 178.87 198.87 218.87 238.87 

Mean positioning 

error (m) 
10.96 4.01 2.46 1.41 0.96 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 

Mean contact number 0.814 0.326 0.209 0.093 0.012 0.023 0.023 0.023 0.023 
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p(h) 2.465 1.264 0.994 0.725 0.546 0.631 0.695 0.759 0.822 

proposed A* 

Height (m) 25 35 40 45 50 60 70 80 90 

Traveling distance(m) 223.92 184.36 150.43 154.65 162.72 180.80 200.80 220.80 240.80 

Mean positioning 

error (m) 
7.10 3.46 1.98 1.20 0.96 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 

Mean contact number 0.145 0.034 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

p(h) 1.089 0.676 0.480 0.493 0.519 0.577 0.641 0.705 0.768 

 

 
Fig.15 Path planning trajectory for scenario A1. White frame contours represent the building below the selected height, 

and white solid building is the higher than the selected height.  

 

The scenario A2 for UAV travelling from the roof of a building (22.2983,114.1783) to a specific location on the ground 

(22.2983,114.1773). The selected height layer is 55m and 45m by the conventional and proposed A* algorithms, respectively. 

 

Table.6 Path performance regarding to height for scenario A2 

Conventional A* 

Height (m) 25 35 40 45 50 60 70 80 90 

Traveling distance(m) 121.37 141.37 151.37 161.37 171.37 191.37 211.37 229.44 249.44 

Mean positioning 

error (m) 
9.95 8.99 4.91 3.23 2.77 1.84 1.03 1.01 1.01 

Mean contact number 0.387 0.484 0.183 0.161 0.140 0.075 0.032 0.043 0.043 

p(h) 1.359 1.668 0.918 0.891 0.865 0.757 0.704 0.785 0.843 

Proposed A* 

Height (m) 25 35 40 45 50 60 70 80 90 

Traveling distance(m) 133.55 156.44 171.54 172.93 176.18 199.98 217.09 231.37 251.37 

Mean positioning 

error (m) 
7.22 7.20 3.55 3.29 2.74 1.65 1.15 1.01 1.01 

Mean contact number 0.085 0.064 0.010 0 0 0.010 0 0 0 

p(h) 0.612 0.624 0.530 0.507 0.517 0.614 0.637 0.679 0.738 
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Fig.16 Path planning trajectory for scenario A3. White frame contours represent the building below the selected height, 

and white solid building is the higher than the selected height.  

 

 

The scenario A3 for UAV travelling from the roof of a building (22.3006,114.1796) to the roof of another building 

(22.3010,114.1776). Both the conventional and proposed A* algorithm select the layer of 55 meters’ height. 

 

Table.7 Path performance regarding to height for scenario A3 

Conventional A* 

Height (m) 30 40 50 55 60 70 80 90 

Traveling distance(m) 268.61 288.16 308.61 302.24 312.24 332.24 352.24 372.24 

Mean positioning 

error (m) 
7.86 7.67 2.03 1.84 1.84 1.80 1.80 1.80 

Mean contact number 0.480 0.617 0.179 0.128 0.128 0.128 0.128 0.122 

p(h) 1.608 1.992 0.882 0.742 0.755 0.782 0.810 0.824 

Proposed A* 

Height (m) 30 40 50 55 60 70 80 90 

Traveling distance(m) 413.23 341.47 340.65 329.18 339.18 357.59 375.67 399.03 

Mean positioning 

error (m) 
4.90 2.97 1.66 1.42 1.42 1.337 1.323 1.281 

Mean contact number 0.011 0.004 0.004 0 0 0 0 0 

p(h) 0.589 0.476 0.475 0.448 0.462 0.487 0.511 0.543 

 

 
Fig.17 Path planning trajectory for scenario A3. White frame contours represent the building below the selected height, 

and white solid building is the higher than the selected height.  
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